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Environment 

Threat across the water unites the Irish  

The Guardian, Tuesday September 17 2002  
Paul Brown  

The Irish prime minister, Bertie Ahern, half his cabinet and the leader of the opposition Fine Gael, Enda Kenny, visited the Rainbow Warrior, the Greenpeace flagship, in 
Dublin before it set sail to wish the crew and the Irish peace flotilla well in their protest against nuclear shipments. It is an issue that unites Irish politicians and the 
electorate like no other: all want 

(...)protest against nuclear shipments. It...immediately. The plant, and the...from nuclear power but is...a devastating accident. Shipments (...) 

Politics 

Nuclear option  

The Guardian, Tuesday September 10 2002  
Leader  

Nationalising nuclear power was never part of a government energy policy. But it is slowly becoming part of one. Ministers have shown their hand by stepping in to 
prevent the immediate collapse of British Energy, the nation's biggest nuclear power provider, with a £410m support package. The message is clear: nuclear plants 
cannot go bankrupt. Alarmingly, the state aid (...) 

Nationalising nuclear power was never...clear: nuclear plants cannot go...costs - an accident would (...) 

Business 

New plant fault could kill off BE  

The Observer, Sunday September 8 2002  
Nick Mathiason  

Insolvent British Energy faces a potentially fatal blow to its finances amid new concerns that it may be forced to close another nuclear reactor. Heysham 2 nuclear plant, 
in Lancashire, is at the centre of an urgent probe. It faces the same technical problems that have shut reactors at its sister plant at Torness, in East Lothian, whose 
closure escalated the company's financi 

(...)close another nuclear reactor. Heysham...2 nuclear plant, in Lancashire...a serious accident.' The worries...of its power 

World news 

Tokyo nuclear firm hid reactor cracks  

The Guardian, Saturday August 31 2002  
Jonathan Watts  

Trust in Japan's nuclear industry has plummeted to new depths in the past two days after revelations that the country's biggest power company has covered up cracks in 
its reactors for over a decade. The Tokyo Electric Power Company admitted on Thursday that it had failed to accurately report up to 29 cracks found in safety checks 
over a 15-year period starting in the late (...) 
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(...)Japan's nuclear industry has...s biggest power company has...Electric's plants in Fukushima...since an accident in (...) 

Environment 

Ministerial meltdown  

The Guardian, Tuesday August 27 2002  
Leader  

The meltdown in the nuclear power industry has not been because of government policy, but because of a lack of one. The crisis at British Energy, the privatised 
company which is also the country's biggest nuclear power provider, has been in the making for a number of months, but there has been little done to prevent it becoming 
a catastrophe. Ministers have made it clear (...) 

(...)in the nuclear power industry has...a nuclear plant in his...fear of accidents - a (...) 

World news 

How to make a dirty bomb  

The Guardian, Tuesday August 6 2002  
Jon Ronson  

It is a Monday in July and I have been commanded by the Guardian to attempt to purchase the materials needed to build a nuclear bomb. The enduring rumour is that 
anyone with a fanatical resolve can build one in their "garage or basement". Is this true? Actually, I can report that it is not proving to be chillingly easy, which is good 
news for humanity, but bad news for me (...) 

(...)to build a nuclear bomb. The enduring...works in a power plant hiding some (...) 

World news 

Toxic cargo  

guardian.co.uk, Friday July 12 2002  
Jonathan Watts  

Keeping the customer satisfied does not come much more expensive, risky or humiliating than the return of goods from Japan currently being arranged by British Nuclear
Fuels (BNFL). Two British-flagged ships, the Pintail and the Teal, left Takahama power plant last week with a cargo of Sellafield-made nuclear fuel that was rejected after 
revelations that its (...) 

(...)by British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL...left Takahama power plant last week...worst nuclear accident fatally (...) 

Environment 

Britain's nuclear danger  

Observer.co.uk, Sunday June 30 2002  
Pete Roche  

We already know that British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL) has almost 1600 cubic metres of extremely dangerous liquid high level waste, which has to be constantly cooled, 
stored in tanks at its Sellafield site in Cumbria. An accident or malicious act which caused just 50% of the radioactivity to escape would be equivalent to 44 Chernobyls. 
We also know that Sellafield has a stockpile (...) 

(...)know that British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL) has...in Cumbria. An accident or malicious act...using its legal powers to persuade (...) 

Environment 

What a waste  

The Guardian, Thursday June 27 2002  
Paul Brown, environment correspondent  

The dismemberment of British Nuclear Fuels will be announced by the government in a few days. This will leave the taxpayer to pick up the bill for dealing with 50 years 
of accumulated waste, and the profitable parts of the company will be privatised. BNFL, which employs more than 10,000, is expected to announce a set of financial 
results on the same day which will confirm (...) 

(...)dismemberment of British Nuclear Fuels will be...until all the power stations are dismantled...tanks, vulnerable to accidents and more (...) 

Politics 

Dangerous waters  

The Guardian, Tuesday June 11 2002  
George Monbiot  

The world now faces two imminent nuclear threats. The first is the stand-off between India and Pakistan, two nuclear powers vacillating on the brink of war. The second 
arises from a commercial deal between the United Kingdom and Japan. At the end of this week, two British ships will pull into the port of Takahama to collect enough 
plutonium to make 17 atomic bombs. Although (...) 
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(...)two imminent nuclear threats. The...two nuclear powers vacillating on...the Mox plant at Sellafield...major nuclear accident or (...) 
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